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For surveilling a simple polygon with n
vertices, bn/3c cameras are sometimes
necessary and always sufficient.

To do: Find algo. for triangulating a simple polygon!

Brute force: follow existence proof, using recursion
running time: O(n2)

Faster triangulation in two steps:
n-vtx polygon “nice” pieces, n′ vtc n′′ triangles

O(n′)

Definition. A polygon P is y-monotone
if, for any horizontal line `, ` ∩ P is connected.

O(n log n)
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Part. a Polygon into Monotone Pieces
Idea: Classify vertices of given simple polygon P

– turn vertices:
vertical component of walking direction changes

– regular vertices

� start vertex

� split vertex

� end vertex

� merge vertex

α
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Part. a Polygon into Monotone Pieces
Idea: Classify vertices of given simple polygon P

– turn vertices:
vertical component of walking direction changes

– regular vertices

� start vertex

� split vertex

� end vertex

� merge vertex

α

δ

γ

β

if α < 180◦

if β > 180◦

if γ < 180◦

if δ > 180◦

Lemma. Let P be a simple polygon. Then P is y-monotone
⇔ P has neither split vertices nor merge vertices.
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Towards an Algorithm
Idea: Add diagonals to “destroy” split and merge vtcs.

Problem: Diagonals must not cross – each other
– edges of P

P
P

1) Treating split vertices

v
left(v)

right(v)

Connect v to vertex w? having minimum y-coordinate
among all vertices w above v and with left(w) = left(v).
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Think of a sweep-line algorithm:

v

`
e
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1) Treating split vertices

v
left(v)

right(v)
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Idea: Add diagonals to “destroy” split and merge vtcs.

Problem: Diagonals must not cross – each other
– edges of P

P
P

1) Treating split vertices

v
left(v)

right(v)

Connect v to vertex w? having minimum y-coordinate
among all vertices w above v and with left(w) = left(v).

helper(e)
Connect v to helper(left(v)).

Think of a sweep-line algorithm:

v
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An Algorithm

v

left(v)

2) Treating merge vertices
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An Algorithm

v
2) Treating merge vertices v

makeMonotone(polygon P)
D ← DCEL(V(P), E(P))
Q ← priority queue on V(P)
T ← empty bin. search tree
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An Algorithm

v
2) Treating merge vertices v

makeMonotone(polygon P)
D ← DCEL(V(P), E(P))
Q ← priority queue on V(P)
T ← empty bin. search tree

(x, y) ≺ (x′ , y′) :⇔
y > y′ ∨ (y = y′ ∧ x < x′)

{

while Q 6= ∅ do
v← Q.extractMax()
type← type of vertex v
handleTypeVertex(v)

return DCEL D

doubly-connected edge list:
data structure for planar subdivisions

{

∈ start, split, end, merge, regular

regular
split
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D ← DCEL(V(P), E(P))
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Analysis
Lemma. makeMonotone() adds a set of non-intersecting

diagonals to P such that P is partitioned into
y-monotone subpolygons.
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Analysis
Lemma. makeMonotone() adds a set of non-intersecting

diagonals to P such that P is partitioned into
y-monotone subpolygons.

Lemma. A simple polygon with n vertices can be
subdivided into y-monotone polygons in
O(n log n) time.
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Triangulating a y-Monotone Polygon P
Approach: greedy, going from top to bottom

Invariant?
The part of P that we
have seen but not yet
triangulated is a funnel.

Our funnels are special:

chains of
reflex vtc

just 1 chain!

reflex vtc

convex vtc

angle in P
> 180◦

Easy!
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Algorithm
TriangulateMonotonePolygon(Polygon P as circular vertex list)
merge left and right chain→ seq. u1, . . . , un with y1 ≥ . . .≥ yn
Stack S; S.push(u1); S.push(u2)
for j← 3 to n− 1 do

if uj and S.top() lie on different chains then
while not S.empty() do

v← S.pop()
if not S.empty() then draw diag. (uj, v)

S.push(uj−1); S.push(uj)
else

v← S.pop()
while not S.empty() and uj sees S.top() do

v← S.pop()
draw diagonal (uj, v)

S.push(v); S.push(uj)

draw diagonals from un to all vtc on S except first and last one
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